Ferroelectric BaTiO$_3$ nanoceramics prepared by a three-step high-pressure sintering method
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Dense BaTiO$_3$ nanoceramics with a homogeneous grain size of 30 nm were prepared at 6 GPa, 1000 °C using a three-step high-pressure sintering method. The microstructure of the ceramics obtained is uniform and the relative density is above 98% of the theoretical value. Similar to normal BaTiO$_3$ ceramics, successive phase transitions are observed in the 30 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics using variable-temperature X-ray diffraction measurements. Furthermore the 30 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics reveal ferroelectric properties after being post-annealed at low temperature in O$_2$ atmosphere, but the phase transition temperature from paraelectric to ferroelectric phase is 10 °C lower than that of a normal bulk sample. The results indicate that dense 30 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics retain ferroelectricity above room temperature.

1 Introduction

Size effects in ferroelectric systems have attracted great attention because of their potential application in information technology. Barium titanate (BaTiO$_3$) is a well-known ferroelectric material with high dielectric constant and low losses above room temperature [1, 2]. The effects of grain size on the phase transitions and the ferroelectric properties of BaTiO$_3$ crystals have been studied both theoretically [3] and experimentally [4–12] in recent years. It is well known that bulk BaTiO$_3$ undergoes successive phase transitions with decreasing temperature from paraelectric cubic phase to ferroelectric tetragonal phase (C–T) at ~130 °C, then from ferroelectric tetragonal to another ferroelectric orthorhombic phase (T–O) at ~5 °C, finally from orthorhombic to rhombohedral phase (O–R) at about –80 °C. The ferroelectric properties of BaTiO$_3$ ceramics strongly depend on the grain size, and have a pronounced maximum for a grain size of ~1 µm [4]. Further reducing the grain size leads to a decrease of permittivity. Finally cubic phase will be stabilized at a wide temperature range, leading to the disappearance of the ferroelectricity above room temperature, which hampers the application of the material. Theoretically, the critical grain size for the disappearance of ferroelectricity was predicted to be about 100 nm for BaTiO$_3$ particles [3]. Experimentally, fabricated by spark plasma sintering, Deng et al. [13] and Buscaglia et al. [14] obtained dense BaTiO$_3$ ceramics with grain sizes of 20 and 30 nm, respectively. Using two-step sintering techniques, Wang et al. obtained dense BaTiO$_3$ ceramics with grain sizes of 35 nm [15]. Their results indicated that the ferroelectricity still remains in BaTiO$_3$ nanoceramics. Due to aggregation and exaggerated growth of nanograins, it is difficult to obtain BaTiO$_3$ ceramics with grain size less than 50 nm by conven-
In comparison with sintering under ambient pressure, high-pressure sintering could significantly increase the densification and dramatically reduce the growth rate as a result of the suppressed diffusivity [16, 17]. Thus high-pressure sintering is expected to be an ideal approach to obtain dense nanoceramics with extremely small grain size.

In this paper, we report that dense 30 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics with homogeneous grain size could be prepared from 10 nm BaTiO$_3$ raw powder using a specified high-pressure sintering route, i.e. a three-step high-pressure sintering method. The 30 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics displayed a similar successive phase transition to normal bulk samples as detected using variable-temperature X-ray diffraction. The ferroelectricity was characterized from dielectric measurements.

## 2 Experimental

The raw material of 10 nm BaTiO$_3$ powder was synthesized by sol–gel processing [18]. In order to eliminate nanograin agglomeration, which happens generally in nanomaterials, a three-step method involving high pressure was adopted to prepare dense uniform BaTiO$_3$ nanoceramics. The first step was to press the raw powder into a pellet uniaxially at 8 MPa at room temperature. In the second step, the pellet was cold pressed under higher pressure, such as 3 GPa, and then it was unloaded and milled into powder. The processed powder was pressed again as in the first step. The second step is crucial to crack the agglomeration and avoid exaggerated grain growth in the following high-pressure sintering. The third step was to process the sample by high-pressure sintering. A pellet of 6 mm in diameter and 2 mm in thickness was wrapped by Ag foil to prevent contamination. The sample set was inserted into a BN spacer tube that was in turn put into a graphite heater. Pyrophyllite was used as the pressure-transmitting medium. High-pressure experiments were carried out in a cubic anvil-type high-pressure apparatus. The sample was first pressurized up to 6 GPa and then heated at 1000 °C, and then kept in the high-pressure and high-temperature state for 5 min. After temperature quenching, the sample was recovered by slowly releasing the pressure.

The samples were characterized using several different techniques. The microstructure was observed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM; XL30-FEG) on fresh fracture surfaces. Grain size was determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) at room temperature using a Rigaku D/max-2500 diffractometer with Cu K$_\alpha$ radiation. Crystalline structure was investigated using variable-temperature XRD. Dielectric properties in the vicinity of the Curie temperature were measured using an HP 4194A LF impedance analyzer.

## 3 Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the microstructure of the sintered bulk. The sample exhibited homogeneous grain size distribution with a 30 nm mean grain size. From XRD, the exact grain size was calculated to be 28 nm from the broadened (111) peak. By means of the Archimedes method, the relative density of BaTiO$_3$ nanoceramics was measured to be above 98% of the theoretical value. If the sintering temperature was enhanced or the sintering period was lengthened, the grain size of BaTiO$_3$ nanoceramics increased. When the sintering temperature reached 1100 °C, the grain size was about 40 nm as shown in Fig. 1b. By comparison, the microstructure of sintered ceramics without the 3 GPa pressing is also shown in Fig. 1c. There are many ‘beams’ in the BaTiO$_3$ nanoceramics. The details of these ‘beams’ is described elsewhere [19].

The phase transition of the 30 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics was investigated using variable-temperatures XRD. Figure 2a shows XRD patterns of the 30 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics at temperatures ranging from –189 to 170 °C. Owing to the presence of high levels of chemisorbed gases, 10 nm raw powder can absorb some impurities such as CO$_2$, so that there are some barium carbonate impure phases denoted by the arrows in the XRD patterns. Because barium carbonate is not a ferroelectric crystal, it does not affect the ferroelec-
tricity of barium titanate. Since diffraction peaks cannot be separated accurately due to the marked broadening and overlap when the particle size is reduced to the nanoscale [20], and moreover there are multiphase coexistences in BaTiO$_3$ nanoceramics observed by Raman scattering [13, 15], we only traced the shift tendency of XRD peaks, for example (200)-(002) peaks as shown in Fig. 2b. The peak indexing at room temperature was simply based on the cubic structure with space group Pm3m. In order to compare with normal BaTiO$_3$ ceramic and accordingly explicitly explain the phase transition of the 30 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics, we first studied 600 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics sintered by the same method, whose original grain size of raw powder is 500 nm. Fig. 2c represents the enlarged XRD patterns of 600 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics between 2$\theta$ = 43.5° and 46.0° with increasing temperature. The change in trends of the stronger peaks at various temperatures is characterized by the dotted lines in Fig. 2c. The four typical diffraction patterns obviously exhibited the characteristic of cubic, tetragonal, orthorhombic and rhombohedral
Fig. 2 (online colour at: www.pss-a.com)
a) XRD patterns of 30 nm BaTiO₃ ceramics at temperatures ranging from –189 to 170 °C. b) Enlarged (200)-(002) XRD peaks of 30 nm BaTiO₃ nanoceramics at various temperatures. The changing trends of 2θ value of (200)-(002) peaks at various temperatures are indicated by the dotted lines. c) Enlarged (200)-(002) XRD peaks of 60 nm BaTiO₃ ceramics at various temperatures. The changing trends of stronger peaks at various temperatures are indicated by the dotted lines.
Table 1  Phase transition temperature regions of 30 nm, 600 nm and normal BaTiO$_3$ ceramics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>grain size (nm)</th>
<th>$T_C$ (°C)</th>
<th>$T_{T-O}$ (°C)</th>
<th>$T_{O-R}$ (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>80 – 110</td>
<td>20 – 50</td>
<td>−40 to −10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>100 – 150</td>
<td>0 – 30</td>
<td>−100 to −60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>normal ceramic</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>−90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

phases, indicating the successive phase transition happened as a function of temperature. Moreover the phase transition temperature intervals are inconsistent with those for normal bulk samples. In contrast to the 600 nm ceramics, the diffraction peaks of the 30 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics at various temperatures are very diffuse, but the shift trend of (200)-(002) diffraction peaks with increasing temperature was clear as shown in Fig. 2b, indicating successive phase transitions occurred in the 30 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics. Compared with the change of (200)-(002) peaks of 600 nm ceramics, the phase transitions were consequently assigned as from cubic to tetragonal, then to orthorhombic, and to rhombohedral with the decreasing temperature. According to the (200)-(002) peak evolution, the phase transition temperature regions of the 30 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics are between 80 and 110 °C for $T_C$, between 20 and 50 °C for $T_{T-O}$ and between −40 and −10 °C for $T_{O-R}$. It is obvious that for the 30 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics the phase transition temperature from cubic to tetragonal ($T_C$) shifts to lower temperature while those from tetragonal to orthorhombic ($T_{T-O}$) and from orthorhombic to rhombohedral ($T_{O-R}$) shift to higher temperatures compared with the normal BaTiO$_3$ ceramics. Table 1 summarizes the phase transition temperature regions of 30 nm, 600 nm and normal BaTiO$_3$ ceramics.

The temperature dependences of the dielectric constant of the as-prepared and post-annealed 30 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics and 600 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics at 10 kHz are shown in Fig. 3. There is no obvious dielectric peak for the as-prepared 30 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics that may be caused by oxygen vacancies and stress arising from the airproof atmosphere and exterior high pressure in the high-pressure sintering process. The as-prepared 30 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics were annealed in O$_2$ atmosphere at 600 °C for 8 h. The process has little effect on the grain size, but greatly improves dielectric properties. A broadened dielectric peak appeared at 120 °C for the post-annealed 30 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics, whose dielectric constant was 1700. In comparison with 600 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics, whose broadened dielectric peak appeared at
130 °C, the ferroelectric phase transition temperature was reduced, which is in agreement with the observation from variable-temperature XRD measurements. The dielectric peak indicated that the ferroelectricity still remained, but the dielectric property was strongly depressed in dense 30 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics.

It is well known that nanopowders have extremely large specific area and tend to be strongly agglomerated. Although it is easy to break down the soft agglomerates, collapsing hard agglomerates needs larger forces, so the applied pressure must be very high, such as 3 GPa. Using cold isostatic pressing under ultrahigh pressure brings large shearing forces to bear on the nanoparticles, so that plastic deformation occurs, which breaks down the agglomerates.

A progressive reduction of tetragonal distortion with decreasing grain size was found [4, 21]. For the 30 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics, the tetragonal distortion of the lattice was evaluated using the Rietveld refinement method to be 1.0058. The low tetragonal distortion leads to a reduced spontaneous polarization and the lowering of the dielectric constant. Also, the lowered relative dielectric constant was explained by nonferroelectric grain boundaries with lower permittivity [21–23]. The values of permittivity and thickness of the grain boundaries were estimated theoretically to be $\varepsilon_r = 100$ and $d = 0.7$ nm, which are in reasonable agreement with the experimental data [23]. Moreover, the fraction of grain boundary volume increases with decreasing grain size. So the total dielectric constant decreases with decreasing grain size.

### 4 Conclusions

Dense 30 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics were fabricated using three-step high-pressure sintering. We investigated the variable-temperature XRD of 30 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics at temperatures ranging from –189 to 170 °C. The results indicated that the successive phase transitions occurred in 30 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics when the temperature increased. After post-annealing in O$_2$ for 8 h at 600 °C, the 30 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics revealed the ferroelectric phase transition. The result confirmed that, although the dielectric properties are dependent on the grain size, the ferroelectricity still persisted in the dense 30 nm BaTiO$_3$ ceramics.
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